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PREFACE 
This book deals with statistical inference of nonlinear 
regresslon models from two opposlte points of view, namely the 
case where the functlonal form of the model Is completely 
specifled as a known function of regressors and unknown para-
meters, and the opposlte case where the functlonal form of the 
model is completely unknown. First lt Is assumed that the res-
ponse function of the regresslon model under review belongs to 
a certaln well-speclfied parametric famlly of functlonal forms, 
by whlch estlmation of the model merely amounts tó estlmation 
of the unknown parameters. For thls class of model^ we review 
the asymptotic propertles of the nonlinear least squares 
estimator for independent data as well as for time series. 
In practlce assumptions on the functlonal form are often 
made on the basis of computatlonal conveniencé ratherthan on 
the basis of precise a priori knowledge of the empirlcal 
phenomenon under review. Therefore the linear regresslon model 
is stlll the most popular model specification in applied 
research. However, even lf the specification of the functlonal 
form is based on sound theoretical considerations there is 
quite often a large range of functlonal forms that are theore-
tically admissible, so that there is no guarantee that the 
actually chosen functlonal form is true. Functlonal specifica-
tion of a parametric nonlinear regresslon model should there-
fore always be verifled by conductlng model misspecification 
tests. Various model misspecification tests will therefore be 
dlscussed, In particular consistent tests whlch have asymptotic 
power 1 against all deviations from the null hypothesis that 
the model is correct. 
The opposlte case of parametric regresslon is nonparame-
tric regresslon. Nonparametric regresslon analysis is concerned 
with estlmation of a regresslon model without specifying in 
advance its functlonal form. Thus the only source of Infor-
mation about the functlonal form of the model is the data set 
itself. In thls book we shall review various nonparametric 
regresslon approaches, with special emphasis on the kernel 
method, under various distributlonal assumptions. 
This book is divided into three parts. In the flrst part 
we review the elements of abstract probability theory we need 
in part 2. Part 2 is devotèd to the asymptotic theory of para-
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7. SAMPLE MOMENTS INTEGRATING NORMAL KERNEL ESTIMATORS OF 
MULTIVARIATE DENSITY AND REGRESSION FUNCTIONS 
In this chapter we discuss an alternative class of kernel 
estimators of multivariate density and regression func.tions 
proposed by Bierens (1983). We shall construct a normal kernel 
density functions estimator which is a density itself and 
satisfies the condition that its first and second moment 
integrals equal the first and second sample moments, respec-
tively. This class of density estimators will be used for 
constructing a class of regression function estimators. More-
over, we shall propose a new approach for estimating 
appropriate window width parameters. The virtue of this class 
of kernel estimators is that the kernel density estimator 
involved contains the maximum likelihood estimator of the 
multivariate normal density as a special case, whereas the 
kernel regression estimator contains the linear regression 
model as a special case. 
As far as asymptotic theory is concerned we confine our 
attention to uniform weak consistency. 
7.1 Kernel density estimators 
7.1.1 Integral conditions 
Let X1,X2,...,X^ ,... be an i.i.d. stochastic process in 
Rk and suppose that the distribution of the X,'s is absolutely 
continuous with density h(x). We recall that a kernel estimator 
of h(x) is a random function of the form 
A 
h(x) - (l/n)2^1K((x-Xj)/7n)7;k (7.1.1) 
where K is a real function on Rk, called the kernel, satisfying 
jK(x)dx=l, and (7n) is a sequence of positive numbers, called 
window width parameters, converging to zero as n-*«>. 
For a good estimator of a function we should require that 
the estimator has similar properties as the function to be 
estimated. An obvious property of a density is that it is 
nonnegative and integrates to 1. Therefore we let the kernel K 
be a density itself, so that we then have 
A A 
Condition a: h(x) > 0, Jh(x)dx = 1 a.s. 
A further reasonable requirement is that the integral 
Jxh(x)dx is an appropriate estimator of the mathematical expec-
1 
tation Jxh(x)dx. Since the usual estimator of the latter 
integral is the sample mean 
x = (ï/ioa^Xj, 
we therefore require: 
A 
Condition b: Jxh(x)dx = X a.s. 
Since 
A 
Jxh(x)dx = (l/n)S^:/xK((x-Xj)/7n)7"kdx - X + 7n/xK(x)dx, 
we see that the kernel estimator satisfies conditions (a) and 
(b) if the kernel is a density with zero mean vector. We may go 
on this way by requiring that also the matrix Jxx'h(x)dx is an 
appropriate estimator of Jxx'h(x)dx. The usual estimator of the 
latter matrix is the matrix 
Cl/rOS^XjXj'. 
Therefore we require: 
Condition c: Jxx'h(x)dx = (l/n)2n=1XjXj ' a.s. 
But if the conditions (a) and (b) hold, condition (c) cannot be 
satisfied, for 
Jxx'h(x)dx - (l/n)2^=1Jxx'K((x-Xj)/7n)7;kdx = 
- (l/n)^=1XjXj + 7nXfx'K(x)dx 
+
 7n(JxK(x)dx)X' + 7^/xx'K(x)dx 
- (1 / iOS^XjXj + 7^/xx'K(x)dx, 
which dominates 
(V^SJ.jXjXj 
by a positive definite matrix 7^Jxx'K(x)dx. 
2 
7.1.2 Sample moments integrating kernel density estïmators 
We now shall construct a kernel density estimator which 
is (uniformly) consistent and satisfies the conditions (a), (b) 
and (c) . The trick is to replace the Xj 's in the formula 
(7.1.1) by (l-/5n)Xj, where 0?n) is a sequence of positive num-
bers converging to zero for n-+». Thus we consider 
A 
h*(x) - (l/n)S^1K^[(x-(l-/8n)Xj)/7n]7;k (7.1.2) 
where K, is a density (possibly random). Clearly condition (a) 
is satisfied. Moreover, condition (b) now becomes: 
A 
X - Jxh*(x)dx = (l/n)S».1/[(l-/8n)Xj + 7nx]K^(x)dx 
- d-/3n)X + 7n/xK^(x)dx, 
hence 
JxK^(x)dx - (/?n/7n)X. (7.1.3) 
Consequently, K,,(x) is indeed a random function. Furthermore, 
condition (c) now becomes 
(l/n)S^=1XjXj = /xx'h*(x)dx 
= (l/n)^.1/[(l-/3n)Xj+7nx][(l-/9n)Xj+7nx]'K^(x)dx 
= (l-i8n)2(l/n)^.1XjXJ' + 7n(l-/3n)X/x'K,(x)dx 
+
 7n(l-i9n)(JxK#(x)dx)X' + 7^/xx'K^(x)dx 
- (l-/3n)2(l/n)2^=1XjXj + 2£n(l-/3n)X X' + 7*/xx'K^(x)dx, 
(7.1.4) 
where the latter equality follows from (7.1.3). Obviously, 
(7.1.3) and (7.1.4) imply 
Jxx'K,,.(x)dx -
 7;
2{(2/3n-/32)(l/n)S^=1XjXJ' - (2/?n -2/9*)X X' } 
- {(2^n-^)/7S}{(l/n)25.1XJXj - XX'] + JxK^(x)dx/x'K,,r(x)dx. 
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Thus in order that hx(x) satisfies the conditions (a), (b) and 
(c) , K,_(.) should be a density with mean vector and variance 
matrix 
0?n/7n)X, {(2/?n-/32)/72}V, 
respectively, where 
V - (l/n)S5_1(Xj-X)(XJ-X)' 
is the sample variance matrix. Therefore, if we put 
K„(x) = K[(«2^n-/9|)/7|)V)-J*(x-(/3n/7n)X)] 
/ [det{((2/3n-^)/72)V)}^] (7.1.5) 
where K is a density with zero mean vector and variance equal 
to the unit matrix: 
K(x) > 0, /K(x)dx - 1, JxK(x)dx = 0, Jxx'K(x)dx - I, (7.1.6) 
then clearly K has all the requirea properties. Now substitute 
(7.1.5) in (7.1.2). We then obtain 
A A 
h*(x) = a/n)2J.1K{V-J*[x-(l-/UXj - fia*]/JWn-fil)) 
/ {[7(2/3n-/^)]Vdet(v)} (7.1.7) 
We now see that the window width parameter
 7n has been dis-
appeared and that /3n has taken over its role. However, for 
convenience we shall introducé a new
 7n by putting 
7n - Wn-fi)*, 
so t h a t ( 7 . 1 . 7 ) now becomes 
h*(x) - (l/n^^KlV-^ix-Ja-y^-a-Ja-l*))*)/^] 
A 
/hl 7det(V)] 
Of course,
 7n should be chosen in the interval (0,1], as 
otherwise (7.1.7) will no longer be a real random function. We 
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have shown by now: 
Theorem 7.1.1. Let Xx , . . . .X^  be random vectors in Rk . Define 
A A 
h(x|7) = (l/n)S^=1K[V-^{x-y(l-72)Xj - (W(l-72))X)/7] 
/[7k7det(V)] 
where K is a real function on Rk satisfying condition (7.1.6), 
X is the sample meari and V is the sample variance matrix. Then 
for every 7e(0,l], h(x|7) satisfies the conditions (a), (b) and 
(c). 
^owever, can we select a sequence (7n) with 7ne(0,l] such that 
h(x|7n) is a (uniformly) consistent estimator of the density 
h(x) of the common distribution of the X.'s? The answer depends 
on the distribution of the Xj 's and on the kernel K. For the 
case that K is chosen to be the density of the k-variate 
Standard normal distribution, i.e., 
K(x) - exp[-hx'x]/(7(27r))k , (7.1.8) 
we have the following result. 
Theorem 7.1.2. Let Xx ,X2 X^ , . . . be an i.i.d. stochastic 
process in Rk . Let the distribution of the Xj ' s be absolutely 
continuous with continuous density h(x) and finite second 
moments. Let (fn) be any sequence satisfying 
$•„6(0,1], limn^ofn - 0 and limn_fooy(ni:k) = », 
and let (7n) be any (random) sequence satisfying 
7 n e [ r n , l ] ( a . s . ) , ( p ) l im n - 0 0 7 n - 0. 
I f 
A 
plimn^coX — \x and plin^-ncV - V e x i s t , 
where V i s p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e , t hen 
A 
p l i m n - K » s u p x e R k | h ( x | 7 n ) - h ( x ) | = 0 
5 
A 
where h(xJ7) is defined as in theorem 7.1.1 with K defined by 
(7.1.8). 
Proof: Section 7.4. 
In the sequel of this chapter we shall only consider 
kernel density estimators based on norraal kernels. The main 
reason for this is that normal kernels are easy to work with. 
For example the proof of theorem 2 becomes rather messy if we 
employ other kernels than (7.1.8). A further advantage is that 
normal kernels are everywhere positive, hence so is a normal 
kernel density estimator and therefore ratio's of normal kernel 
density estimators are always defined. These ratio's will play 
a role in estimating regression functions, as we shall see in 
section 7.2. Moreover, we recall that a normal kernel is nearly 
optimal in the sense of Epanechnikov (1969). 
The kernel density estimator considered in theorem 7.1.2, 
i.e. , 
A A 
h(x|7) - (l/n)i;^1hj(x|7), (7.1.9) 
with 
A A 
hj(x|7) = exp{-li(x-y(l-72)X.r<l-y(l-72))X)'V-1 
A 
x (x-y<l-72)Xj-(l-y(l-72))X)/72}/ (y(27r))Vydet(V) (7.1.10) 
will be called the Sample Afoments Integrating Normal A'ernel 
(SMINK) estimator of a density function, because it satisfies 
the integral conditions (a), (b) and (c) for every 7e(0,l] and 
it is based on a normal kernel. 
The reader is invited to verify that the marginal 
densities of a SMINK density estimator are SMINK density 
estimators themselves. Cf. exercise 1. Moreover, observe that 
A A A 
h(x|l) = exp[-h(x-X)'V"1(x-X)]/(y27r)kydet(V) 
is just the maximum likelihood estimator of a k-variate normal 
Density. 
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7.1.3 The Dirac-catastrophe and the modified SMINK density 
estimator 
It is easy to verify from (7.1.9) and (7.1.10) that 
A 
lim74oh(x|T) = « if x e {X2 X„ } 
lim7i0h(x|7) = 0 if x fÊ (Xj X,,) 
[Cf. exercise 2], This is the so-called Dirac-catastrophe (see 
Good and
 AGaskins (1972)). Thus if 7 is too small then the 
estimate h(x|7) will go wild in that its shape then takes the 
form of a collection of high peaks each corresponding with an 
observation X^ . A possible way to get around £he Dirac-
catastrophe is to modify (7.1.9) by leaving out the h^(x|7) for 
which the corresponding observation X^ equals x, i.e., to 
modify (7.1.9) to 
A 
(l/n)2*.1I(x^x)hj(x|7), (7.1.11) 
where I(.) is the well-known indicator function. However, we 
have seen that the marginal densities of a SMINK density 
estimator are SMINK density estimators themselves. This neat 
property does not carry over to estimators of the type 
(7.1.11), but it does for the following class of density 
estimators 
A A 
h*(x|7) = (l/n)S^ = 1{n^ 1I(x ( i^X i j)}h j(x| 7), (7.1.12) 
where the x( x' are the
 Acomponents of x and the Xij are the 
components of Xj . Since h""(x|7) satisfies the conditions (a) , 
(b) and (c) , as is not hard to verify, we shall call (7.1.12) 
the modified SMINK density estimator. Obviously we now have 
A 
lim74.0h*(x|7) = 0 for all x e Rk . 
Moreover, it is not hard to verify that under the conditions of 
theorem 7.1.2, 
A A 
pl im n ^sup 7 e [£- n ;L]supx | h ( x | 7 ) - h * ( x | 7 ) | = 0 , (7.1.13) 
hence: 
7 
Theorem 7.1.3. Theorem 7.1.2 carries over for the moclified 
SMINK density estimator. 
7.1.4 How to choose the window width of the modi f led SMINK 
density estimator 
The problem is to choose 7 in [fn,l] Asuch that the 
'distance' between the modified SMINK estimate h ^ x ^ ) and the 
true density h(x) is minimal. Thus we have to choose 7n in 
[fn,1] such that 
A A 
p(h*(x|7n),h(x)) = inf7e[rn>1]p(h*(x|7),h(x)), 
where p is some metric on the space of k-variate densitie£i. The 
best metric would be p(h1,h2) - supx\h1(x)-h2(x)|, since this 
metric corresponds to uniform convergence. But h(x) is unknown 
so that this metric is difficult to apply, though not impos-
sible (see Silverman (1978)). As a second best we therefore 
propose the integrated square error metric 
P(h1,h2) = J(h1(x)-h2(x))2dx. 
Thus we propose to minimize 
P(h*(x|7),h(x)) - J(h*(x|7)-h(x))2dx 
A A 
= Jh*(x|7)2dx - 2/h*(x|7)h(x)dx + h(x)zdx. 
Also now the terms involving h(x) are unobservable. But: 
Theorem 7.1.4. Under the conditions of theorem 7.1.2, 
A A 
plimn^cosup7e[rnil]|Jh*(x|7)h(x)dx-(l/n)S^=1h*(Xj | 7 ) | - 0. 
Proof: Section 7.4. 
Thus we have 
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plimn_> a isup7 e[$-n ti-. | / ( h " ' ( x | 7 ) - h ( x ) ) 2 d x 
A A 
- {/h*(x|7)2dx - 2(l/n)2?.1h*(X jJ7) + Jh(x)2dx}| = 0. 
(7.1.14) 
Putting 
q»<7) - Jh*(x|7)2 - 2 ( l /n )^ . 1 h*(X J | 7 ) , (7.1.15) 
the result (7.1.14) now suggests to choose 7n e [J"n,l] such 
that 
qn(7 n) - i n f 7 e [ f n > 1 ] q n ( 7 ) . (7.1.16) 
Note that 
A A 
Jh*(x|7)2dx - Jh(x|7)2dx 
= (l/n2)Sj i < .1SJ2_1exp[-(1/4)(Xj i-Xj2) 'V" * ( X j i - X j z ) ( ( l - 7 2 ) / 7 2 ) ] 
/ [(y(27r))k7k(V2)kydet:(V)] 
so that 
A 
lim74o.fh*(x|7)2dx - ». (7.1.17) 
From (7.1.17) and (7.1.L3) it thus follows 
lim740qn (f) = °°-
However, if we would employ in (7.1.15) the conunon SMINK 
density estimator (7.1.10) then the procedure (7.1.16) would 
break down, due to the fact that 
A A 
lim7i0Jh(x|7)2dx - 2 (l/n)2?_1h(X<j \y) = -». 
This is the main reason for working with the modified SMINK 
estimator instead of the common SMINK estimator (7.1.10). 
This approach f01 choosing 7 may serve as an alternative 
for the method proposed by Silverman (1978). For the usual 
kernel estimator of a density functi.on Silverman has derived a 
method for establishinj; the window width (the 7n in our case) 
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corresponding to the optimal asymptotic rate of uniform 
convergence. In practice this optimal window width has to be 
observed from the fluctuations of the graph of the siecond 
derivative of the density estimate involved. But as Silverman 
admitted, this might be difficult in the multivariate case. 
Moreover, the resulting window width is only optimal from an 
asymptotic point of view, while our approach is closer reilated 
to finite sample fitting. 
We will now pay attention to the question whether the 
sequence (7n) derived from (7.1.16) is such that 
A 
plinin-wsup,, |h*(xJ7n ) -h(x) |=0. 
A 
Let V be the probability limit of V and let /z be the probability 
limit of X. Put 
h(x|7) 
= J[exp{-b[x-y(l-72)z-(l-72))/i]'V-1[x-y(l-72)2-(l-y(l-72))^]/72} 
/{(727r)k7Vdet(V)}]h(z)dz (7.1.18) 
Then 
Lemma 7.1.1. Under the conditions of theorem 7.1.2, 
(I) plimn_>cosup7G[^n ,l]supx |h*(x|7)-h(x|7) | = 0 , 
(II) h(x|7) is uniformly continuous on Rkx[0,l], and 
(III) lim740supx|h(x|7)-h(x)| = 0. 
Proof: Section 7.4. 
From part (I) of this lemma we may conclude without further 
discussion: 
Lemma 7.1.2. Under the conditions of theorem 7.1.2 
plimn^sup^f^
 ;1] |qn(7)-q(7) I - 0, 
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where 
q(7) •= Jh(x|7)2dx-2jh(x|7)h(x)dx. (7.1.19) 
Obviously we see from (7.1.19) that q(7) takes a global minimum 
-/h(x)2dx 
for 7ef 0,1] such that J"{h(x|7)-h(x) }2dx - 0. Moreover, by the 
continuity of h(x|7) and h(x) on Rkx[0,l] and Rk, respectively, 
it follows that the latter condition holds if and only if 
h(x|7) = h(x) for every x e Rk . Thus we have 
(7e[0,l]: q(7) - inf7oe[o,l]q<7o)} 
- {7e[0,l]: J*(h(x|7)-h(x))2dx} 
= {7 e [0,1]: h(x|7) - h(x) for every xeRk ) - r (7.1.20) 
say. From part (III) of lemma 7.1.1 it follows that r contains 
at least 0. But T may contain more than one point. For example, 
if h(x) is a normal density: 
h(x) = exp(-H(x-M)'V-1(x-/i)} / [ (7(2*0 )k,/det(V)], 
t hen h ( x | l ) = h ( x ) and c o n s e q u e n t l y a l s o l e F . 
Next we obse rve from the lemmas 7 . 1 . 1 and 7 . 1 . 2 and from 
( 7 . 1 . 1 6 ) and ( 7 . 1 . 1 9 ) t h a t 
pl imn_> c o{qn(7n) - q ( 7 n ) l - 0, 
pl imn H .co{qn(rn) ' q ( f n ) ~ ° . 
limn_> 0 0q(fn) - - / h ( x ) 2 d x , 
q (7 ) > - J h ( x ) 2 d x fo r 7 e [ 0 , 1 ] 
and 
q n ( 7 n ) * q n ( r n ) a - s . 
Using these results it is not hard to prove: 
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Lemma 7.1.3. Under the conditions of theorem 7.1.3 
plimn_Wfl/{h(x|7n) - h (x) ) 2 dx - 0, 
where (7n) i s defined by (7 .1 .16) . 
We show now that this lemma implies 
pl im n ^ c 0 sup x | h (x | 7 n ) - h ( x ) | - 0. (7.1.21) 
First, consider the case that -yn is non-random. We then have to 
show that 
limn-tco/(h(x|7n)-h(x))2dx=0 implies lim^cosup,. |h(x|7n ) -h(x) |-0. 
The sequence (7n) is a sequence of numbers in a compact 
interval [0,1] and it therefore has at least one limit point 
7., say, in [0,1]. This limit point must be a point of T, as 
otherwise 
limn^/{(h(x|7n)-h(x)))2dx * 0, 
and the same applies to other limit points of (7n). Thus all 
the limit points of (7n) are contained in T. This implies that 
every subsequence of (7n) contains a further subsequence (7n.) 
such that for some point 7,eF, 
limj-^n. - yj = 0 
and consequently by the uniform con t inu i ty of h (x |7 ) on 
R k x [ 0 , l ] , and by (7 .1 .20) , 
Ïimj-Kosupx | h ( x | 7 n . )-h(x) | = l im j -^ s upx |h (x | 7 n . ) - h (x J 7^ ) | - 0. 
This r e s u l t implies tha t lintn-KoSupx | h ( x | 7 n ) -h(x) j - 0. The 
proof for random yn follows from the above argument and theorem 
2 . 1 . 6 . 
Combining (7.1.21) with lemma 7 .1 .1 we now conclude: 
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Theorem 7.1.5. Let the conditions of theorem 7.1.3 be 
satisfied. The sequence (7n) obtained from (7.1.16) is such 
that 
A 
plimn-+00supx | h * ( x | 7 n ) - h ( x ) | = 0. 
Exercises: 
1. Verify that marginal densities of SMINK density estimators 
are SMINK density estimators themselves. 
2. Verify the Dirac-catastrophe. 
3. Prove Lemma 7.1.3. 
7.2 Regression 
7.2.1 SMINK estimators of a regression function 
Consider an i.i.d. stochastic process (Y1,X1),..., 
(Yn,Xn),... in R X Rk, where the distribution of the (Y^,Xj)'s 
is absolutely continuous with continuous density f(y,x), say. 
Of course, then the distribution of the X,'s is continuous too 
with continuous density 
h(x) = Jf(y,x)dy, 
say. As is well know, the conditional expectation of Y, rela-
tive to the event Xj=x (xeRk) is 
E(Yj|Xj=x) = /yf(y,x)dy/h(x) = g(x) 
say, provided h(x) > 0. This suggests to estimate the regres-
sion function g(x) by an estimator of the type 
A A 
g(x) - Jyf(y,x)dy/h(x) 
where 
A A 
f(y,x) and h(x) 
are estimators of the densities f(y,x) and h(x), respectively. 
In the case where these density estimators are (modified) SMINK 
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estimators we get 
g(x|7i,72) = /yf(y>xl7i)dy/n(x|72), 
where yx and -yz are window width parameters, as an estimator of 
g(x). This estimator will be called a (modified) SMINK 
estimator of a regression function. 
Now let us focus on the SMINK estimator 
/ 
A 
f(y,x|7) 
of f(y,x). Similarly to (7.1.9) and (7.1.10) we have 
A A 
f(y,x|7) - (l/n)X»=l£ó(y,x\y) (7.2.1) 
where 
A _ _ A 
fj(y,x|7) - exp{-^[(y,x')-y(l-72)(Yj ,Xj)-(l-7(l-72))(Y,X')]V'1 
x [(y,x')'-7(l-72)(Yj ,Xj ')'-(l-y(l-72))(Y,X')]/72} 
/ { y ( 2 7 r ) ) k + 1 7 k + V d e t ( V v )} ( 7 . 2 . 2 ) 
w i t h 
Y t h e sample mean of t h e Yj ' s , 
X t h e sample mean of t he Xj ' s and 
A 
V
 x the sample variance matrix of the vectors (Y,,X,). 
Using formula (2) at page 28 of Anderson (1958) it is not too 
hard to verify [cf. exercise 1] that 
A A 
/ y f j ( y 1 x | 7 ) d y = { 7 ( 1 - 7 ^ + ( W ( l - 7 2 ))Y+/3' (x -7 ( l -7 2 ) )Xj 
A 
+ (l-y(l-72))X))-hj(x|7), (7.2.3) 
A 
where /3 is the usual OLS estimator of the regression coeffi-
cients of a linear model: 
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0 = [(l/n)E^1(XJ-X)(Xj-X)']-1(l/n)S^=1(Xj-X)(Yj-Y), 
A 
and hj(x|7) is defined by (7.1.10). Combining (7.2.1) and 
(7.2.3) we obtain 
A 
Jyf(y,x|7)dy 
= 7(l-72)(l/n)i;;?=1(Yj-/3'XJ-a)hj(x|7) + (/?'x+a)h(x|7), 
(7.2.4) 
A 
where Q is the OLS estimator of the constant term of a linear 
regression model: 
A _ A _ 
a - Y - /3'X. 
A 
Dividing (7.2.4) (with 7 replaced by 7X) by h(x|72) yields the 
following explicit expression of the SMINK estimator of a 
regression function: 
A A A A 
g(x|7i,72) = {(/3'x+a)h(x|71) 
A A A 
+7(1-7? )(l/n)S^1(YJ-^'Xj-a)hj(x|7l)}/h(x|72). 
(7.2.5) 
A A 
If f*(y,x|7) and h,r(x|7) are modified SMINK regression estima-
tors then 
g*(x|7i,72) - Xyf*(y)x|7l)dy/h*(x|72) - [ (/3'x+a)h*(x | 7l ) 
+ 7(1-7? )(l/n)2^1(Yj-/9'Xj-a){n^ = 1I(x<i>^Xij)}hj(x|71)] 
A 
/h*(x|72) (7.2.6) 
which will be called the modified SMINK estimator of a regres-
sion function. Note that these regression function estimators 
contain the OLS estimator of a linear regression model as a 
special case, for 
g*(x|l,l) - g(x|l,l) - /3'x+a. 
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This corresponds to the fact that the SMINK estimator of a 
density equals the maximum likelihood estimator of a riormal 
density if 7=1. 
7.2.2 How to choose the window width parameters 
In section 7.1.4 we have proposed an integrated square 
error approach for choosing the window width parameter 7. The 
argument involved also applies to the problem of choosing -y2 , 
for the denumerator of (7.2.5) is a SMINK density estimator 
which s'hould be fitted as close as possible to h(x) . Therefore 
we propose to choose 72 by the procedure described in section 
7.1.4 and the resulting optimal window width will be denoted by 
'n 
For choosing 7X we propose a weighted least squares 
procedure, motivated by the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.2.1. Let (Y1 ,XX),..., (Yn .X,,),.. . be an i.i.d. 
stochastic process in R x Rk. Assume in addition to the 
conditions of theorem 7.1.2 that the distribution of the 
(Yj ,Xj) is absolutely continuous, tnat g(x)h(x) is continuous 
and absolutely integrable, where 
g(x) - E(Yj |Xj-x) 
and h(x) is the density of the X^'s, that the sample covariance 
of the Yj ' s and the Xj ' s converges in probability and that 
EY2 < •». Let the sequence (fn) be defined as in theorem 7.1.2. 
Put 
Qn(7) = (l/n)S^1{Yj-g(Xj|7)7^2)}2n(Xj|7^2))2. 
If we choose 7„x} in [fn,l] such that 
Qn(7^1)) - Inf7etfn)1]Qn(7) 
then 
plimn^00supxG{xeRk:h(x)^c)|g(x|7^1),7n2,)-g(x)| - 0 
for every ee(0,supxh(x)] . Moreover, the same result holds for 
the modified SMINK regression estimator. 
* 
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Proof: Section 7.4. 
Exercïse: 
1. Prove (7.2.3) for the bivariate case. 
7.3 A numerical example 
We now demons trate the performance of the SMINK 
estimators on an artificial data set of size 100. In the 
regression case to be considered we employed the model. 
Yi =X?.d + Xl,j + U J ' J-1.2.....100, 
so that the regression function to be estimated is: 
g(x1,x2) = xf + x|. (7.3.1) 
We have drawn the X: i and X2 independently from a mixture of 
the normal distributions N(-2,l) and N(2,l) with equal weights, 
and the Uj have been drawn independently from the normal 
distribution N(0,1). So the density of the distribution of the 
pairs (X1_j ,X2_j) is: 
h(Xl,x2)= (hexp[-^(x1+2)2]+hexp[-4(x1-2)2]/y(27r)} 
x {hexp[-h(x2+2)2]+^exp[-h(x2-2)2]/y(27r)} (7.3.2) 
Obviously this density has four modes, namely at 
(-2,-2), (-2,2), (2,-2) and (2,2). 
Applying the integrated square error method (section 7.1.4) and 
the weighted least squares method (section 7.2.2) we found the 
following window width parameters: 
7<!> - .31, 7<2> - .33. 
In the figures 1 and 2 we show the true density (7.3.2) and its 
SMINK estimate, respectively, and similarly in the figures 3 
and 4 we show the true regression function (7.3.1) and its 
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SMINK estimate, where in all cases xx and x2 go from -3.5 to 
3.5. 
Comparing the figures 1 and 2 we see that the SMINK 
density estimator is flatter than the true density. Neverthe-
less the density estimate is smooth and clearly has four modes 
at the right places. The SMINK regression estimate in figure 4 
is also flatter than the true regression function in figure 3, 
especially at the bottom and at the edges. These spots, 
however, have relatively low values of the density h, as one 
can observe from figure 1. Since the convergence of the SMINK 
regression estimators is only uniform on sets with sufficiënt 
probability mass, one may expect relative poor fit at x with 
low value of h(x). 
«!• 
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Figure 1: True Density 
Figure 2: SMINK Density Estimator 
Figure 3: True Regression Function 
d'W '3-m «TTIHD IS UBA •'jra*V*aW px©Aeueoa9-2|e8 
Figure 4: SMINK Regression Fuoction Estimator 
7.4 Proofs 
For proving the previous asymptotic results we need the 
following lemmas. 
Lemma 7.4.1. Let (Y} ,X1),..., (Yn ,Xn ),.. . be an i.i.d. stochas-
tic process in R X Rk. Assume that the distribution of the Xj 
is absolutely continuous with continuous density h(x), say, and 
that g(x)h(x) is continuous and absolutely integrable on Rk, 
where g(x)=E(Yj |Xj=x). Furthermore we assume 
E Yj2 <« (7.4.1) 
E Xj - yu and E XjXj ' = W e x i s t ( 7 . 4 . 2 ) 
plimn-KoX = \i and plin^-HoV = V (=W-zzzz') e x i s t , ( 7 . 4 . 3 ) 
A 
where X is the sample mean, V is the sample variance of the 
Xj 's and 
V is positive definite. (7.4.4) 
Denote 
A 
an(x|7) = (l/n)S^ = 1Yjhj(x:|7), (7.4.5) 
A 
where hj(x|7) is defined by (7.1.10) and let 
a(x|7) - Jg(z)exp(-^[x-y(l-72)z-(l-y(l-72))M]'V1 
x [x-y(l-72)z-(l-y(l-72))M]/72}h(z)dz/{(y(27r))k7kydet(V)} 
(7.4.6) 
Let (fn) be a sequence of numbers in (0,1) such that 
limn-hoJ^yn - « and l i m ^ ^ = 0 . (7.4.7) 
Then 
plimn^oosup7e[j-n ti]supx ^ (xl-y) - a(x|7)| - 0. (7.4.8) 
Moreover, a(x|7) is a uniformly bounded and uniformly continu-
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ous function on R x [0,1] satisfying 
lim740supx|a(x|7) - g(x)h(x)| = 0 . (7.4.9) 
Proof. From the inversion formula fqr characteristic functions 
(cf. theorem 1.5.1) it follows that hj(xJ7) can be written as 
A 
hj(x|7) = (l/(27r))kJexp{-i-t'x+i-t'Xjy(l-72)+i-t'X(l-y(l-72))} 
x exp(-h72t'Vt)dt, (7.4.10) 
hence 
an(x|7)-(l/27r)k/{(l/n)E^ = 1yjexp[i-t'Xjy(l-72)]} 
A 
x exp[-i-t'x+i-t'X(W(l-72))]exp(-i572t'Vt)dt (7.4.11) 
Put 
a£(x|
 7)-(l/(2Jr) ) k ƒ {(l/n)S^=1E Yj exp [i • t'XóJ(l-y2 ) ] } 
A 
x exp[-i-t'x+i-t'X(l-y(l-72))]exp(-H72t'Vt)dt (7.4.12) 
We shall prove (7.4.8) now in four steps. Assuming that (fn) is 
monotonie and chosing £e(0,l-J*n) for all n it will be shown 
that 
plimn_M0sup7e[5-n>1_e]Sup:t la^x^) - a£(x|7)| = 0 (7.4.13) 
lim£4,0limn->ooE sup^^.j. _ i]supx | an (x|7) - a£(x|7)j - 0 
(7.4.14) 
pl im r r > c osup 7 e [o , l -£] s uPx |aj(x|-y) - a ( x | 7 ) | = 0 (7.4.15) 
and f i n a l l y 
P l i m n - « > s u P 7 e [ l - £ , l ] s u P x l a ^ ( x l 7 ) - a ( x | 7 ) | = 0 . (7.4.16) 
Obviously (7.4.13) through (7.4.16) imply ( 7 . 4 . 8 ) . 
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Step 1: Proof of (7.4.13). 
From (7.4.11) and (7.4.12) we have 
suPxlan(xlT) " a^(x|7) 
< (l/(2^))kJ|(Vn)2^1(Yjexp[i-t'Xjy(l-72)] 
A 
- E Yjexp[i-t'Xjy(l-72)])|exp(-H72t'Vt)dt 
- (l/(27r))k[l/y(l-72)]k/|(Vn)2^1(Yjexp(i-t'Xj) 
-E Yjexp(i-f Xj))| 
A 
x exp[h{72/d-72)}t'V]dt -b n( 7) (7.4.17) 
say. Now let S be the set of all positive definite (kxk) 
matrices with minimum e^genvalue larger than o0 > 0, where a0 
is such that V e S. If V e S then bn (7) is bounded from above 
by 
bn(7) = (l/(2^))k[l/y(l-72)]kJ|(Vn)S^=1(Yjexp(i-t'Xj) 
-E Yjexp(i-t'Xj))| 
x exp[-h{yz/(l-12))a0t't}dt (7.4.18) 
A 
because t h e n t ' V t > c r 0 t ' t . But 
s u p t E | ( l / n ) ^ = 1 ( Y j e x p ( i - t ' X j ) - E Yd e x p ( i • t 'X j ) ) | 
< s u p t { E [ ( l / n ) S ^ = 1 ( Y j C o s ( t ' X j ) - E Y j c o s ( t ' X j ) ) ] 2 
+ E [ E ^ = 1 ( Y j s i n ( t ' X j ) - E Y j s i n ( t ' X j ) ) ] 2 } ^ 
- 0 ( l / 7 n ) - 0, ( 7 . 4 . 1 9 ) 
hence 
E s u p 7 e [ j . n > 1 . £ ] b n ( 7 > 
< ( l / ( 2 7 r ) ) k [ l / y ( l - ( l - 0 2 ) ] k j E | ( l / n ) S ^
 = 1 ( Y j e x p ( i - t ' X j ) 
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- E Yjexp(i-t'Xj))|exp(-H$"n2a0t't)clt 
- Ot(r;Vn)-1] - O (7.4.20) 
where the last conclusion follows froni condition (7.4.7). 
Consequently by Chebishev's inequality, 
plimn_>00sup7ej$-n|1.£']bn(7) = 0 (7.4.21) 
Since (7.4.3) and (7.4.4) imply limn_KOP(V e S) = 1 and since 
bn(7) < bn(7) if V e s, 
(7.4.21) iraplies (7.4.13). 
Step 2: Proof of (7.4.14). 
Observe from (7.4.18) that 
b(7) - (l/(27r))k/|(l/n)^=1{(Yjexp[i-t'Xj/(l-72)] 
- E Yjexp[i-t'Xjy(l-7z)]}|exp(-Ha072t't)dt 
< (l/(2,r))k/|(l/n)2^1{Yj(exp[i-t'Xjy(l-72)]-l) 
- E Yj(exp[i-t'XJ7(l-72)]-l)}|exp(-i2£7072t't)dt 
+ (l/(27r))k|(l/n)S^1(Yj-E Yj)|;exp(-H72a0t't)dt 
< 2(l/(2;r))k (l/n)2?=1 | Yj | \XÓ \J(l-yz ) ƒ 111 exp( -h^a0 t' t)dt 
+ (l/27r)k|(l/n)^
 = 1(Yj-E Yj)|/exp(-h72^0t't)dt, (7.4.22) 
where the last inequality follows from the mean value theorem. 
Thus 
E sup7€[1.Ciljbn(7) < 
< (l/(27r))k2E|Yj | |Xj |y(l-(l-£)2)/|t|exp[-Ha0(l-£)2t't]dt 
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+ (l/(27r))kE|(l/n)2^1(Yj-E Yj ) | Jexp [ -ha0 (1- £ ) 2 t' t] clt. 
(7.4.23) 
Since E|Yj ||X,| < «> the first term of the upperbound above con-
verges to zero if £-1-0. Moreover, by Liapounov's inequality, 
Eld/^S^.^Yj-E Yj)| < {E(l/n)2*_1(Y.rE Yj))2}^ - 0 
(7.4.24) 
hence the second term converges to zero for n-*». Thus: 
lim£40limn_a)E sup7e[ i_c _ 1]bn (7) - 0. (7.4.25) 
Using this result and the trivial equality 
A A 
M ? ) - bn(7)I(VeS) + bn(7)l{V0S), 
where I(.) is the well-known indicator function, (7.4.14) can 
easily be proved. 
Step 3: Proof of (7.4.15). 
From (7.4.12) and the invers ion formula for characteristic 
functions it follows 
A 
aj(x|7) - /{exp{-ii[x-y(l-72)z-(l-y(l-72))X]V-1 
x [x-y(i-72)z-(i-y(i-72))x]/72} 
A 
/[(y(27r))k7kydet(V)]}g(z)h(z)dz. (7.4.26) 
Now put for convenience 
f(x) - g(x)h(x). (7.4.27) 
Then a^(x|7) can be written as 
a*(x|7) 
A 
- (y(27 r))-k(y(i-72))-k / f([x-(i-y(i-72))x - 7v4w]/ya-72)) 
x exp(-4w'w)dw (7.4.28) 
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and similarly we can write 
a(x|7) 
= (y(27r))-k(v/(l-72))-k/f([x-(l-y(l-72))M-7VH]/y(l-72)) 
X w-exp(-hw'w)dw. (7.4.29) 
Since f(x)=g(x)h(x) is continuous and absolutely integrable on 
Rk it is uniformly continuous on R , hence 
A 
sup7e[0,l.c]Supx|f([x-(l.y(l-72))X-7VliW]/y(l-72)) 
- f([x-(l-y(l-72))p-7Vlsw]/y(l-72))| - 0 (7.4.30) 
in prob. pointwise in w if 
snP^[0>1.c][(l-J(l-y2))/Ja-y^)]\X-fi\ 
A 
+ sup7e[0il.e](7/y(l-72))|vi'2w-V^w] - 0 (7.4.31) 
in prob. pointwise in w. However, condition (7.4.31) follows 
from condition (7.4.3). Therefore (7.4.15) follows from 
(7.4.28), (7.4.29) and (7.4.30) by bounded convergence. 
Step 4: Proof of (7.4.16). 
From the inversion formula for characteristic functions we have 
a(x|7) - {l/(27r)}k/{E Yjexp[i-t'Xjy(.l-72)]} 
x exp[-i-t'+i-tXl-y(l-72))]exp(-h72t'Vt)dt, (7.4.32) 
hence from (7.4.12) and (7.4.13) it follows 
suPx I ^ C x b ) - a ( x | 7 ) | 
A 
< {l/(27r)}k(E|Y j | ) / | e x p [ i - t ' X ( l - y ( l - 7 2 ) ) ] - e x p ( - ^ 7 2 t ' V t ) 
- e x p [ i - t ' / i ( l - y ( l - 7 2 ) ) ] -exp(-h7 2 t 'Vt) | d t 
* 
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< { 1 / ( 2 T T ) }k (E| Yd | ) J | e x p ( - H 7 2 t ' V t ) - exp( -hyz t ' Vt) | d t 
+ { l / ( 2 . r ) } k ( E | Y j | ) J * | e x p [ i - t ' X ( l - y ( l - 7 2 ) ) ] 
- e x p [ - i - t X l - 7 ( l - 7 2 ) ) ] | e x p ( - ^ 7 2 t ' V t : ) d t 
< { l / ( 2 f r ) } k (E |Y j | ) / | e x p [ - ( l / 4 ) 7 2 t ' V t ] - exp[ - ( 1 /4 ) 72 t ' V t ] | 
A 
x | e x p [ - ( l / 4 ) 7 2 t ' V t ] + e x p [ - ( l / 4 ) 7 2 t ' V t ] | d t 
+ { l / ( 2 ^ ) ) k ( E | Y j | ) ( l - y ( l - 7 2 ) ) | X - ^ | ; | t | e x p ( - h 7 2 t ' V t ) d t . 
( 7 . 4 . 3 3 ) 
A 
For 7G[1-E,1] and VeS the first term at the right side of 
(7.4.33) is bounded by 
2(1/(2*) }k(EJY,, |)J sup7e[1.£il]|exp[-(l/4)72t'Vt] 
- exp[-(l/4)72t'Vt]|exp[-hCT0(l-£)2t't]dt, (7.4.34) 
which converges to zero in probability by condition (7.4.3) and 
bounded convergence. The convergence in prob. to zero uniformly 
in 7e[l-e,l] of the second term follows straightforwardly from 
condition (7.4.3). Similarly to step 1, this completes the 
proof of (7.4.16) and hence of (7.4.8). 
We now complete the proof of the lemma under review. 
First, the uniform boundedness of a(x|7) on Rkx[0,l] follows 
straightforwardly from (7.4.29) and (7.4.32). Next we show that 
a(x|7) is uniformly continuous on Rkx[0,l]. Observe from 
(7.4.29) and the uniform continuity of f(x) = g(x)h(x) that 
limQi0sup k k | |<aSup7e[0,l-£]|a(xx|7)-a(x2|7)| - 0 
1 2
 1 1 z' (7.4.35) 
and from (7.4.33) we see that 
lim^osup
 k k , |<asup7e[1.£)1]|a(x1|7)-a(x2|7)h0 
1
 2 'i 1 21 (7.4.36) 
hence 
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l imQ i Gsup k k | _ l ^ s u p ^ o . l ] |a(xx |7)-a(x2 |7) |-0. 
1
 1 1 2 1 ( 7 . 4 . 3 7 ) 
Moreover, from (7.4.33) we see that for 71,72e[£,l] 
supx|a(x|7i)-a(x|72)| 
< {l/(2^))kE|Yj |/|exp{i-t>(l-y(l-712))]exp(-H712t'Vt) 
- exp[i-t'/i(l-y(l-722))]exp(-^722t'Vt) | dt 
< {l/(27r)}kE|Yj | / e x p [ i - t ' ^ ( l - y ( l - 7 i 2 ) ) ] 
- e x p [ i - t ' / i ( l - 7 ( l - 7 2 2 ) ) ] | exp ( -^£ 2 t 'V t )d t 
+ {l/(27r)}kE|Y j | J | exp(- l57 1 2 t 'Vt ) - exp( -l-ry22 t ' Vt) | dt 
< { l / ( 2 7 r ) } k E | Y j | | y ( l - 7 1 2 ) - y ( l - 7 2 2 ) | | / i | / | t | e x p ( - H £ 2 t ' V t ) d t 
+ {l/(27r)}kE|Yj | i i | 7 1 2 - 7 2 2 ] / t ' V t . e x p [ - ( l / 4 ) £ 2 t ' V t ] d t , (7.4.38) 
hence 
limQ4.0 s uP71e[£,l} , 7 2 e [ £ , l ) , | 7 ! -7 2 |<QSUPX | a ( x | 7 l ) - a ( x | 7 2 ) | = 0 . 
(7.4.39) 
If (7.4.9) is true, then it follows from (7.4.9) and (7.4.39) 
that 
limQlOsuP71e[0,l],726[0>l], |7i-72 |<asuPxla(xhi)-a(x|72)|=0. 
(7.4.40) 
Combining (7.4.37) and (7.4.40) we then see that a(x|7) is uni-
formly continuous on Rkx[0,l]. So it remains to prove (7.4.9). 
Observe from (7.4.29) and (7.4.27) that for every M>0 and every 
7^(0,1) 
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suP x |a(x|7) - (y( i -7 2 ) )" k f ( [x- ( i -ya-7 2 ) )^] /ya-7 2 ) ) l 
^ (y(l-72))"ksuP|z|^Msupx|f(x-z)-f(x)| 
•f| «4 //,-. 2NI
 M[exp(-Hw'w)/(y(2^))k]dw |7V 2w/y(l-72)|<M 
+ (y(l-72))'k2supx|f(x)| 
X
 J\ ,M ,,,-s 2x1
 M[exp(-4w'w)/(y(2^))k]dw |7V^w/y(l-72)|<M 
£ (y(l-72))"k{sup|z|^Msupx|f(x-z)-f(x)| 
+ 2supx|f(x)|J [exp(-4w'w)/(y(2,r))k]dw} 
{w'Vw>((l-72)/72)M2} (7 4 4 1 ) 
Choosing M=y7 and letting 7->0 we now see that 
lim740supx|a(x|7)-{l/y(l-72)}kf([x-(l-y(l-72))M]/y(l-72))| - 0. 
(7.4.42) 
From the uniform continuity and boundedness of f (x) it easily 
follows 
i im 7 l 0 su P x | { i /y( i -72)} k f ( [x-( i -y( i -7 2 ) ) / i ] /y( i -7 2 ) ) - f (x) | = 0 . 
(7.4.43) 
Combining (7.4.42) and (7.4.43), (7.4.9) follows. This comp-
letes the proof lemma 7.4.1. O.E.D. 
Lemma 7.4.2. Let the conditions of lemma 7.4.1 be satisfied. Put 
Cn(x|7) - (l/n)S^1(x-y(l-72)Xj-(l-y(l-72))X) 
A 
X exp{-h[x-(y(l-72))Xj-(l-y(l-72))X]V-1 
A 
X [x-y(l-7Z)Xj-(l-72))X]/72) / (y(2ïr))k7ky<let(V) 
J
 (7.4.44) 
and 
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C(x|7) - E(x-y(l-72)Xj-(l-y(l-72))^) 
x expi-hix-ja-yznj-a-Ja-y2))^]'^1 
X [x-/(l-7z)Xj-(W<l-7z))/*]/72} / <y(27r))k7kydet(V) (7.4.45) 
Then 
plimn-^sup^^^
 ]1]supx |Cn(x|7)-C(x|7) | = 0 . (7.4.46) 
Moreover, C(x|7) is a uniformly continuous and bounded mapping 
from Rkx[0,l] into Rk satisfying 
lim740supx|C(x|7)| - 0. (7.4.47) 
Proof: If we differentiate (7.4.10) to x we see from (7.1.10) 
that 
A 
0/dx')hj(x|7) 
- (1/(2*))* J(-i-t)expt-i-t'x+i-t'Xjy(l-72)+i-t'X(l-y(l-72))] 
A 
X exp(-^72t'Vt) dt 
A 
= - (l/72)V-1(x-y(l-72)Xj-(l-y(l-72))X) 
A 
X exp{-ii[x-y(l-72)Xj-(l-y(l-72))X]'V-1 
x [x-y(l-72)Xj-(l-y(l-72))X]/72} / (y(27r))kydet(V) (7.4.48) 
hence 
A 
Cn(x|7) = 72V(l/n)2^=inni.(x|7), (7.4.49) 
where 
fin,,(x|7) 
- i(l/(2*))k/exp[-i-t'x+i-t'Xjy(l-72)+i-t'X(l-y(l-72))] 
A 
x t-exp(-ii72t'Vt)dt. (7.4.50) 
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Now p u t 
Ü n ( x | 7 ) = ( l / n ) 2 J . 1 0 n i J ( x | 7 ) ( 7 . 4 . 5 1 ) 
and 
0 * ( x | 7 ) 
- i { l / ( 2 7 r ) } k / ( E e x p [ i - t ' X j y ( l - 7 2 ) ] } e x p [ - i - t ' x + i - t ' X ( l - y ( l - 7 2 ) ) ] 
x t - e x p ( - ^ 7 2 t ' V t ) d t . ( 7 . 4 . 5 2 ) 
S i m i l a r l y t o ( 7 . 4 . 1 3 ) and ( 7 . 4 . 1 4 ) i n t h e p roof of lemma 7 . 4 . 1 
i t can be shown t h a t 
p l im n . + 0 0 sup 7 e [ j . n , l - c ] s u p x | n n ( x | 7 ) - n * ( x | 7 ) | = 0 ( 7 . 4 . 5 3 ) 
and 
lim£40 l imn-*coE s u p 7 € [ ]_. £ _ ]_] supx |fin (x | 7) -fi*(x | 7) | = 0, ( 7 . 4 . 5 4 ) 
hence 
p l im n _ . o 0 sup 7 G [ f n , l ] s u p x | n n ( x | 7 ) - n * ( x | 7 ) | - 0 ( 7 . 4 . 5 5 ) 
and c o n s e q u e n t l y 
p l i m n ^ „ s u p 7 e [ j . n | 1 ] s u p x | C n ( x | 7 ) - C * ( x | 7 ) | = 0 , ( 7 . 4 . 5 6 ) 
where 
C * ( x | 7 ) - 72V n * ( x | 7 ) . ( 7 . 4 . 5 7 ) 
Next observe from (7.4.48) and (7.4.52) that similar to 
(7.4.28), 
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A 
fi*(x|7) - /(l/72)V-1(x-y(l-72)z-(l-y(l-72))X) 
X exp{-^[x-y(l-72)z-(l-y(l-72))X]'V-1 
x [x-y(i-72)z-d-y(i-72))x]/7 2} 
A 
x [(y(27r))k7kydet(V)]-1h(z:)dz 
- (y(27r))-k7"1(y(l-72))"1V-l5Jh([x-(l-y(l-72))X-7Vliw]/y(l-72)) 
x wexp(-Hw'w) -dw. (7.4.58) 
Thus if we put 
fi(x|7) 
- k(y(27r))-k7"1(y(l-72))"1ViiJh([x-(l-y(l-72))M-7Vllw]/y(l-72)) 
x wexp(-4w'w)dw (7.4.59) 
then it follows similarly to the proof of (7.4.15) that 
A 
plimn^cosup7e[o)l-£]supx|7Vl2n*(x|7)-7V1'2fi(x|7) = 0 . (7.4.60) 
Realizing that (7.4.59) can also be written as 
fi(x|7) 
=1(1/(2*))kƒ{E exp[i-t'Xjy(l-72)]}exp[-i-t'x+i-t>(l-y(l-72))] 
X t-exp(-^72t'Vt)dt (7.4.61) 
(compare (7.4.52)), we see from (7.4.52), (7.4.61) and the 
proof of (7.4.16) that 
suP7S[l-£,l]supx|n*(x|7)-n(x|7)| = 0 . (7.4.62) 
From (7.4.60) and (7.4.56) we obtain 
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p l i m r r + c o s u p 7 6 [ 0 , l - £ ] s u p x |C*(x |7 ) -7 2 Vft (x |7 ) | 
A 
< plimn_oosup7e[0,l-£]suPx |7Vhfi*(x|7)-7Vi'2n(x|7)) | 
A 
+ plimn^cosup7e[rn]1.£]supx|72(Vii-V^)V^(x|7)| = 0 (7.4.63) 
because 
A 
plimn_(.00V = V 
and |fl(xJ7)| is bounded on Rkx[0,l]. S imilarly we conclude; from 
(7.4.62) that 
plimnW3up-ye[1_e>1]supx|C*(x|7)-72Vfl(x|7)| = 0 (7.4.64) 
and consequently, combining (7.4.63) and (7.4.64), 
plimn_cosup7€[0)l]supx|C*(x|7)-72Vn(x|7)| = 0. 
Since C(x|7)=72V0(x|7), (7.4.46) follows from (7.4.55) and 
(7.4.65). The rest of the lemma can be proved in the same way 
as in the proof of lemma 7.4.1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of theorem 7.1.2: Theorem 7.1.2 follows from lemma 7.4.1 
by substituting Yj=1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of theorem 7.1.4: Theorem 7.1.4 follows straightforwardly 
from lemma 7.1.1 in section 7.1.4 if 
plimn_»00sup7€:[oii] |(l/n)2J.1h(XJ |7) - Jh(x|7)h(x)dx| - 0, 
(7.4.66) 
where h(x|7) is defined by (7.1.18). But h(x|7) is uniformly 
continuous and uniformly bounded on Rkx[0,l], as follows from 
lemma 7.4.1. So (7.4.66) follows from theorem 2.7.5 and hence 
theorem 7.1.4 follows from lemma 7.1.1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of lemma 7.1.1: Lemma 7.1.1 follows straightforvrardly 
from (7.1.13) and lemma 7.4.1 by substituting 'Yj-1. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of theorem 7.2.1: From the conditions of theorem 7.2.1 it 
follows that the vector /? of OLS parameter estimators and the 
A 
OLS estimator a of the constant term of a linear regression 
model converge in probability: 
A 
plimn_vro Q - Q, plim^oo 0 - /?, 
say. Now observe from (7.2.4), (7.4.5) and (7.4.44) that 
A A 
g(x|7l7£2))h(x|7£2)) - Jyf(y,x|7)dy -' 
- y(l-72)aIJ(x|7) + (l-y(l-72))Y h(x|7) + /3'Cn(x|7) 
- d„(x|7), (7.4.67) 
say. Put 
d(x|7) - y(l-72)a(x|7) + (l-y(l-72))(a+/3»h(x|7) + /3'C(>:|7), 
(7.4.68) 
where a(x[7), h(xJ7) and C(x|7) are defined by (7.4.6), 
(7.1.18) and (7.4.45), respectively, and 
p - plin^-^. 
R e a l i z i n g t h a t 
plimn-^coY = a + fi'p 
and that d(x|7) is uniformly bounded on Rkx[0,l], we conclude 
from the lemma 's 7.4.1, 7.1.1 and 7.4.2 that 
plimn^ ooSup7G|;5-n ,i]supx | d„ (x|7)-d(x|7) | - 0, (7.4.69) 
Using this result and the fact that by theorem 7.1.4 
A 
plimn^oSuPx|h(x|7^2))-h(x)| - 0 , (7.4.70) 
it is easy to show 
plimnwup7e[ rn ( 1 ] | ( l / n ) S ^ = 1 [Yjh(Xd b ' 2 ' ) - ^ ^ | 7 ) ] 2 
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-(l/n)S^=1[Yjh(Xj) - d(Xj 7)] 2| = 0 . (7.4.71) 
Moreover, from the conditions of the theorem under review and 
the f act that d(x|7) is uniformly bounded and continuous on 
Rkx[0,l] it follows that theorem 2.7.5 is applicable, hence 
plimn^0Osup7e[0ii]|(l/n)2^1{Yjh(Xj)-d(Xj |7))2-E UjMXj ) 2 
- /{g(x)h(x)-d(x|7)}2h(x)dxl - 0 (7.4.72) 
where Uj-Yj-g(Xj). Putting 
Q(7) = E Uj2h(Xj)2 + J{g(x)h(x)-d(x|7)}2h(x)dx, (7.4.73) 
we have proved by now 
plimn_00sup7e[rn iX] |Qn(7)-Q(7) I = 0 . (7.4.74) 
Consequently we have 
plimn^coJ(g(x)h(x)-d(x|7^1))}2h(x)dx - 0. (7.4.75) 
Similarly to the proof of theorem 7.1.5 it can now be shown 
that (7.4.75) implies 
plimn^00suPxe(xeRk.h(x)>£) |dn(x|7^1))-g(x)h(x)| = 0 (7.4.76) 
for ce(0,supxh(x)]. The SMINK regression case considered in 
theorem 7.4.1 now follows straightforwardly from (7.4.76). 
The modified SMINK regression case follows from 
plimn-KoSup^ 1jsupx |g*(x|7,72)h*(x|72) 
-g(x|7,72)h(x|72)| - 0, (7.4.77) 
which is not hard to verify. Q.E.D. 
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